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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury Daily's live news from Nov. 22:

France's Comit Colbert rolls out charm offensive in Middle East
"Flnerie Colbert Abu Dhabi: French Luxury in the 21st Century" is designed to explore 21st-century French luxury and
build a bridge with the Emirati culture.

Please click here to read the entire article

Loro Piana, in prevailing era of glasnost, unveils the sourcing secrets of its  cashmere
The film explores the source of Loro Piana's raw material, a nod to the prevailing sentiment that luxury marketers
need to be more open about their sourcing practices, treatment of animals and workers, sustainability policies and
the ingredients that make up the final product.

Please click here to read the entire article

Rosewood London emphasizes its butler service
The Rosewood London personal butler service in London is available to guests staying in a suite or a house.

Please click here to read the entire article

Cartier talks Russian influence on its style in third chapter of L'Odysse de Cartier
Royal courts, far-flung inspirations, fauna, iconic creations and legendary commissions are all part of the house's
evolution.

Please click here to read the entire article

Inviting nominations for the 2019 Luxury Daily Awards
Luxury Daily is inviting nominations for the most prestigious luxury awards handed out annually: Luxury Marketer of
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the Year, Luxury Retailer of the Year, Luxury Digital Marketer of the Year, Luxury Agency of the Year, Luxury Publisher
of the Year, Luxury Researcher of the Year and Luxury Personality of the Year.

Please click here to read the entire article

Please click here to read the morning newsletter
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